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Hi there, Shaun Letang from Music Industry How To here. Today I'm going to share
with you 4 resources all battle rappers should have in place. While this is by no
means a complete or extensive list, all of the bellow are important and should be
looked into sooner rather than later.
Please note that you can get more great guides and resources like this (but more
detailed) by signing up to the Music Industry How To newsletter. So do that now. :)

4 Resources For Battle Rappers
1. Youtube For Research
While simple, Youtube is one of the biggest resources you have at your disposable
as a battle rapper. As battle rap is largely based on what you know abut your
opponent, doing research on them and digging up dirt is an important part of
preparing for any battle.
While you may get lucky and already know personal things about them through first
hand experience, this often won't be the case, especially as a new rapper. So use
Youtube to instead look for times where they've done things you can pick up on.
When you're starting out, it can also be used to get inspiration from other battle
rappers.

2. A Rhyming Dictionary
A rhyming dictionary is a tool that can help you go from average lyrics that
everyone else has, to creating lyrics that are largely unique and structured different
from most other rapper's. While there are many around, I personally like Rhyme
Zone. Here you can find words to rhyme with existing words easily.

3. Time To Prepare
Good battle rap lyrics can't be rushed. If you try to prepare, write all your lyrics and
remember them a week or so before a battle, you're asking to mess up. This will
lead to lyrics not being in your head properly and you forgetting them. You also
don't get enough time to change things up as needed and make everything sound
natural in your delivery.

4. Friends For Confidence And Image
To some, battle rapping can be intimidating. Especially when your opponent tries to
intimidate you with their movements. While it's usually all part of the act, if you
crumble and look scared, this footage will be used against you in many future
battles to come.
If though you have your friends behind you, you're less likely to be intimated as you
know you've people there that have your best interests at heart. Battle rap is all for
show, so having your friends there as well will help you portray a stronger image.
There you have it, four resources all battle rappers should have. You can see more
advice for musicians like this over at Music Industry How To. You should:
Register to get free guides sent to your email inbox.
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